
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a manager, transformation. To
join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for manager, transformation

Worldwide process improvement and change management - Having
undertaken process reviews, we are currently looking to roll solutions to
support reporting requirements throughout the year in a way that leverages
the common ERP system being rolled out across the world and also the
Business Service Centres ("BSCs") which are located in four hubs around the
world
Ensure quality assurance audits are performed to confirm the campaign
design has been accurately interrupted in the campaign build and meet the
business need
Connect programs/projects to broader organisational goals
Champion the programs/projects taking accountability for delivery
Establish and maintain effective program/project governance and controls to
deliver quality outcomes
Establish strong stakeholder partnerships with the business and effectively
communicate and interact with senior leaders
Drive consensus among parties and build trust with stakeholders to achieve
business outcomes
Provide program team leadership and instil a vision for the program/project
Responsible for overall program management for the Customer Relationship
Management, CRM and Partner Relationship Management, PRM Platform
Transition Project
Able to clearly articulate the APJ strategy and value proposition of the CRM-
PRM transition
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Strong analytical / financial modeling skills with proven ability to work with
raw data, conduct analysis, interpret results to convert into actionable
business insights
Experience in conducting in-depth research, including collection and
synthesis
Solid project management skills with high attention to detail to deliver
exceptional results
Ability to structure and prioritize among conflicting demands and high level
of ambiguity in a fluid environment
10+ years of post-university work experience, including minimum of 3-5 years
as a project and program manager on projects within a Transformation
environment
PMP designation considered an asset but not required


